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Generate more revenue from your 
content using clip-licensing 
via credit-based payments.

Whether you are a major sports rights holder or a small 

media production company, there have never been so 

many opportunities to reach new audiences, across  

new channels on a growing range of connected devices.  

As demand increases, content owners are not just keeping 

a close eye on their audience share, they are also under 

increasing pressure to generate more revenue from the 

assets they own. 

Our monetisation options will help you extract the greatest 

commercial value from the content you own. Imagen is 

your point of discovery, and secure delivery to B2B clients 

or consumers.  

TIME TO MONETISE With unprecedented choice available, it’s vital to stand out 

in a crowded marketplace. Our content marketing tools 

ensure that you’re able to promote the latest additions 

to your programme catalogue or showcase your valuable 

archive via email, MRSS feeds and social media. 

Whatever content you own, Imagen will help you reach 

more clients and deliver an exceptional user experience 

that will keep them coming back for more. 

Flexible online licensing via

 credits packages

Localisation and language  

options enable you to sell  

anywhere in the world

Encryption keeps all  

transactions secure

GLOBALSECURECONTENT LICENSING



CONTENT LICENSING 
BUY CREDIT PACKS

License your video online through a credits-based 

payment system. Customers can purchase a package of 

credits and then use them to pay for the content they  

want without the need to step through e-commerce 

baskets and credit card payments.

 
Imagen system owners can create and sell packs  

of credits and introduce price breaks for bigger bundles.

Simply set values for credit per unit of duration  

(for example 10 seconds = $100) and set licensing  

terms to define rights and permissible usage. 
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WE ARE IMAGEN.

Drive engagement, generate 

revenue and transform your 

business with the world’s 

smartest video management 

platform.
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1 Grange Court, Covent Garden, 

Willingham, CB24 5AH

      hello@imagen.io

      +44 (0)1954 262000

WALLETS

Wallets are used to store users’ credits. Every user  

has a personal wallet they can top-up, or they can  

use credits from wallets they have access to through 

group membership.

ACCOUNTS  

Full details of transactions and account options are  

shown in the users’ account management panel.


